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Executive Summary

In the 10 years since the RSE inquiry, “Facing up to Climate Change: breaking 
the barriers to a low-carbon Scotland”, Scotland over-achieved against its then 
ambitious 2020 climate target. This was largely a result of sectoral efforts to 
support and facilitate the growth of Scottish renewable electricity generation at the 
expense of fossil fuelled generation within UK-wide incentive frameworks. However, 
achieving further significant reductions, will require more difficult decisions about 
changing energy demands and the demands for a wide range of goods and services 
that entail significant carbon inputs. The key challenge will be to change the ways 
we work, live and consume; how we pursue these quotidian activities both shapes, 
and is shaped by, the cities we build, maintain and manage.  

The past 10 years has seen an extraordinary change in the narrative of households, 
firms and governments about climate change. However, despite UK and Scottish 
governments embracing ambitious carbon reduction goals, the RSE enquiry’s main 
finding - that the biggest barrier to a low-carbon Scotland was a lack of coherence 
of policy at different governance levels – continues to resonate within city regions. 
With Scotland now setting more ambitious targets - 75% emission reduction from 
1990 levels by 2030 and net zero by 2045 – delivering a low carbon society will 
require a very different approach between national and local government, and 
between public authorities and local communities and business, than has hitherto 
been the case. A net zero target of 2045 for the country as a whole – including hard 
to abate sectors such as aviation and agriculture – points to the need for cities and 
urban areas to meet this target well in advance of 2045. Governance and delivery 
will really have to match vision and strategy

A new approach, focused on a people and place-centred practice of delivering 
change, needs: 

• Civic legitimacy, where communities shape their net zero vision: the speed and 
scale of the change in the coming decade means that the transition to a net zero 
society cannot be done ‘to communities’, it must be done ‘with communities’, 
whilst also recognising the need for governance structures that can mediate 
between different communities’ aspirations. 

• ‘Place-making’ approaches, which offer greater opportunity to connect and 
therefore transform, our health and wellbeing and our jobs and skills in the time 
available, recognising the creativity of our communities.

• A strategic investment mindset, to take a 10–20-year vision of our city 
regions and the investment required to deliver the built, green, blue and public 
infrastructure required in the coming decade. 
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Introduction

In 2011 the RSE undertook an inquiry, 
“Facing up to Climate Change: breaking 
the barriers to a low-carbon Scotland” 
to explore what was making it difficult 
for Scotland to change to a low-carbon 
society. The main finding was that 
the biggest barrier for Scotland was 
a lack of coherence and integration 
of policy at different governance 
levels: international, UK, Scotland, 
local authorities, local communities, 
households, and civic society. 

The report had ten primary 
recommendations, five of which relate 
directly to cities and local authorities:

• The Scottish Government should 
work with local authorities and 
businesses to align and sharpen 
regulations to achieve a step 
change in energy efficiency 
in buildings and transport. 

• The Scottish Government and 
local authorities should jointly 
introduce truly integrated policies 
to achieve effective reductions 
in emissions at regional levels.

• All organisations should appraise 
their goals and practices in 
the light of the urgency to 
achieve a low-carbon society. 

• Local authorities should 
integrate and embed their 
low-carbon policies across 
all their various functions. 

• The Scottish Government and 
local authorities should actively 
assist local communities to 
introduce low-carbon initiatives. 

This paper explores what has 
changed for Scotland’s city regions 
and urban areas since the first RSE 
report in 2011, via four questions:

• What do Scotland’s more 
ambitious climate change plans 
and targets – updated most 
recently in 2019 with the Climate 
Change (Emissions Reduction 
Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019) – 
mean for Scotland’s city regions?

• What role does ‘place making’ – 
people-centred focus of urban 
development – have in enabling 
Scotland’s cities / urban areas 
to implement the transformation 
required to meet climate goals? 

• What is the role of Scotland’s 
city regions in securing the 
finance and investment – both 
private and public – to deliver 
the infrastructure (buildings, 
energy, mobility) required to 
meet net zero targets?

• What role do everyday and 
organisational practices, for 
example in response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, play in 
the transition to net zero? 
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What do Scotland’s 
more ambitious 
climate change plans 
and targets mean for 
Scotland’s city regions?

In 2019, the Scottish Parliament 
passed the Climate Change (Emissions 
Reduction Targets) (Scotland) Act 
2019, which amended the original 
Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009, 
to set targets to reduce Scotland’s 
emissions of greenhouse gas 
emissions to net zero by 2045 at 
the latest, with interim targets of 
75% by 2030 and 90% by 2040. The 
original climate legislation had set 
then world-leading climate targets of 
a 42% emission reduction by 2020 
from 1990 levels. Scotland has over-
achieved its targets to date, achieving 
~50% emission reductions against 
1990 levels by 2020, driven by a 
sectoral approach which focused 
on transforming its electricity 
sector to one that in 2020 provided 
more than 97% from renewable 
sources (against a target of 100%). 
This despite substantial economic 
development activities, such as city 
region deals, that were not aligned 
with the country’s climate targets. 

The 2045 net zero target puts 
Scotland amongst the leading group 
of countries for climate commitments, 
and at the forefront of what was 
deemed possible by the statutory 
advisors to the Scottish Government: 
the UK Climate Change Committee. 

A net zero target of 2045 for the 
country as a whole – including hard 
to abate sectors such as aviation and 
agriculture – points to the need for 
cities and urban areas to meet this 
target well in advance of 2045. In 
practice, Scotland’s largest two cities – 
Glasgow and Edinburgh – were already 
taking steps to set ambitious climate 
targets before national legislation was 
passed, reflecting a swell of public 
opinion in 2018 and 2019 which led to 
over 300 of the UK’s local authorities 
to declare a climate emergency.  
Edinburgh and Glasgow have both 
committed to being net zero by 2030. 

Discussion with city and national 
officials responsible for delivering 
these targets gives a deep appreciation 
that achieving these enhanced targets 
– particularly to 2030 – requires a 
step-change in action and recognition 
that this cannot be delivered by the 
Scottish Government though a national 
or sectoral approach alone. Instead, 
focus has turned to notions of a Just 
Transition, participatory approaches 
(Citizen Assemblies), and a place-
based approach, which remains 
politically challenging because of the 
need to make clear spatial choices, 
while recognising that Scotland’s 
cities and local authorities are key 
delivery agents for transition. 

Scotland’s four largest cities are 
signatories of the European Covenant 
of Mayors, with local mitigation and 
adaptation strategies and action plans. 
Each city has since 2019 committed to 
a net zero target (either 2030 or 2045) 
and adopted a city climate action plan 
to put the city on a pathway to net 
zero emissions, and as highlighted 
in the table below, have taken steps 
to implement these pathways.
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Aberdeen: 

Aberdeen City Council approved a Net Zero and Energy Transition Plan and 
associated Infrastructure Plan in April 2020, in conjunction with a Council 
specific Climate Plan in March 2021. In its role as a world-leading energy 
city, hosting a global oil and gas sector for over 50 years, the Plan aims to 
enable Aberdeen to become a pivotal place and exemplar for the energy 
transition. Key actions include: (i) Oil and Gas Technology Centre innovation 
centre to support the move from oil and gas; (ii) District Heat Network 
Project (Torry); (iii) H2 Aberdeen Programme; (iv) Implantation plans for 
Net Zero Infrastructure Plan; (v) Prepare Transition Finance Strategy. 

Dundee: 

Dundee declared a climate emergency in 2019, and developed a partnership 
Climate Action Plan, adopted in December 2019 and co-designed with 
public, private and community organisations. The Action Plan includes 
four themes (Energy, Transport, Waste and Resilience) with each theme 
contributing to an initial set of 64 actions aimed at reducing emissions 
and adapting to a changing climate. Key actions: (i) Energy efficiency 
investment in domestic and non-domestic sectors; (ii) Renewable energy 
solutions and growing the supply chain; (iii) Michelin Scotland Innovation 
Parc (MSIP); (iv) Electric Vehicles & Clean Fleet Transition; (v) Active Travel. 

Edinburgh: 

Edinburgh has set a target for net zero emissions in the city by 2030, The 
Council adopted its Sustainability Programme: Short Window Improvement 
Plan (Oct 2019) to undertake the actions required to build its 2030 Climate 
Strategy (due September 2021). It has reshaped its internal governance 
to improve decision-making and created a City Climate Commission to 
engage private, public, and civic stakeholders. The plan builds on detailed 
economic analysis of options for achieving net zero. Key actions include: 
(i) Whole Community Building Retrofit; (ii) Net Zero Building Developments; 
(iii) City Centre Transformation; and (iv) net zero Mobility Plan.

Glasgow: 

Glasgow City Council adopted the extensive plans of its Climate Emergency 
Working Group emphasising the need for bold and transformative 
action – recognising extensive citizen engagement was critical (and 
is ongoing with its citizen-led Climate Plan which was adopted in 
summer 2021) - to cut carbon emissions and build resilience. In the City-
Region’s Post-Pandemic Economic Recovery Plan, the largest single 
project being pursued is the energy retrofit on almost half a million 
homes which will reduce residential carbon emissions dramatically, 
sharply abate fuel poverty and generate jobs for decades of change.
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Despite these significant efforts, 
further implementation of plans is 
a major challenge and will require 
a significant shift in approach to 
sufficiently deliver the transformation 
required over the next decade. A lack of 
internal capacity to formulate energy 
and infrastructure strategies and to 
access new flows of ‘green-finance’ 
at significant scale; an absence of the 
partnerships and effective coordinating 
delivery mechanisms for the necessary 
system change; the centralisation of 
analytical capabilities for assessing 
spatial development by national 
government and the narrow focus of 
public sector investment appraisal 
models (such as the Treasury Green 
Book); and inadequate weighting 
of ‘net zero’ in the assessment of 
government policies and projects1  
make implementation challenging. In 
addition, systemic change is required 
to allow city regions to move away 
from incremental improvements, 
lengthy public consultations, siloed 
departments, and meagre budgets, 
towards place-based transformation 
– as outlined later in this paper. 

Ways of overcoming these challenges 
reflect the challenge and complexity of 
operating in the context of multi-level 
governance, where both national and 
local decision-making and mobilisation 
of resources (people, finance) are 
important. It will involve shared 
learning from the operationalising 
of climate targets, working within 
networks of like-minded places. 

What role does ‘place 
making’ – people-
centred focus of urban 
development – have 
in enabling Scotland’s 
cities / urban areas 
to implement the 
transformation required 
to meet climate goals?

 
A key insight identified by both Scottish 
Government and local authorities is 
that the scale of the challenge – the 
transformation of our urban places 
to net zero – over the coming 10-20 
years is at a speed and scale which 
means that change cannot be done 
‘to communities’, it must be done 
‘with communities’. In other words, 
the change must be undertaken with 
community involvement and buy-
in, given the need to fundamentally 
change our buildings, our transport 
systems and our places. 

At national level, this has been 
articulated through the setting up of 
national citizen assemblies to explore 
a new vision and recommendations for 
Scotland2, along with initiatives such 
as Young Scot3 and Youth Parliament.4  
At local level, citizen juries have been 
used to explore contested issues, 
such as wind farm development5  
(Roberts & Escobar, 20156). 

1 See for example the recent UK Public Accounts Committee report on Achieving Net Zero 
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5801/cmselect/cmpubacc/935/93505.htm 
2 https://www.citizensassembly.scot/
3 https://young.scot/
4 https://syp.org.uk/
5 https://www.climatexchange.org.uk/research/projects/citizens-juries-on-wind-farm-development-in-scotland/
6 https://www.climatexchange.org.uk/media/1444/citizens_juries_report_exec_summary.pdf

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5801/cmselect/cmpubacc/935/93505.htm
https://www.citizensassembly.scot/
https://young.scot/
https://syp.org.uk/
https://www.climatexchange.org.uk/research/projects/citizens-juries-on-wind-farm-development-in-scotland/
https://www.climatexchange.org.uk/media/1444/citizens_juries_report_exec_summary.pdf
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7 https://www.edinburgh2050.com/
8 https://www.climatexchange.org.uk/media/4661/cxc-20-minute-neighbourhoods-in-a-scottish-
context-march-2021.pdf
9 https://www.impactinvest.org.uk/publications/report-scaling-up-institutional-investment-for-place-
based-impact/

At a city and local authority level, 
this same driver has led to extensive 
civic engagement in the formulation 
of the city climate strategies. For 
example, Dundee explicitly co-
designed its climate action plan with 
local public, business and community 
groups. Glasgow’s climate plan 
involved multiple rounds of civic 
engagement to ensure contested 
issues are properly surfaced. 

Edinburgh both undertook a city 
visioning exercise7 and is seeking 
to apply the concept of ‘20-minute 
neighbourhoods’ as a key tool within 
its local authority competence to 
deliver net zero emissions. However, 
the core ’20-minute’ idea should 
not be hamstrung by sloppy spatial 
thinking. The essence of the idea 
is that authorities should ensure all 
citizens can access their day-to-day 
needs – services, amenities, green 
space – within a short trip from home 
by wheelchair, walking, bicycling 
or public transport, as a means of 
reallocating urban space away from 
cars to other modes and improving 
community and individual wellbeing.  
The ‘neighbourhood’ concept usefully 
pulls together a wide range of relevant 
services and infrastructures in a place 
as well as enabling communities to 
meet their daily needs in an equitable 
and fair way. The Programme for 
Government 2020 commits the 
Scottish Government to working 
with local government and other 
partners to take forward 20-minute 
neighbourhoods across the country. 

While there is much support for the 
notion of well served neighbourhoods 
in Scotland, naturally expressed 
differently in urban and rural 
communities, it is apparent that the 
services and infrastructure is not yet of 
the required quality. Delivering this will 
require plans that are people-centred 
and developed with stakeholders in 
each local community (O’Gorman & 
Dillon-Robinson, 2021).8 It will require 
both national frameworks – for 
example the forthcoming 4th National 
Planning Framework – to rationalise 
and coordinate the policy landscape 
to support delivery of the concept, 
coupled with redefining local ambition, 
delivery and community participation, 
working across national frameworks 
and policies. Our concern is that 
other, earlier proposed revolutions 
in local public service provision in 
Scotland that embraced similar core 
aims, most notably and recently the 
Christie Commission, have been 
warmly welcomed but effective 
delivery has largely eluded us. 

This role of ‘place-making’ in meeting 
climate targets reflects the experience 
of authorities internationally that more 
holistic approaches are required – 
beyond individual building-by-building 
energy refits and technology-led fixes 
– to deliver a zero-carbon society. 
The focus of ‘place-making’ is on 
prioritising quality of life and wellbeing, 
through improving the places in which 
individuals and communities work 
and play in a way consistent with 
net zero and resilience aspirations. 
Recent experience also suggests 
that this ‘place-based’ approach also 
improves investment propositions for 
public and private sector investors.9 

https://www.edinburgh2050.com/
https://www.climatexchange.org.uk/media/4661/cxc-20-minute-neighbourhoods-in-a-scottish-context-march-2021.pdf
https://www.climatexchange.org.uk/media/4661/cxc-20-minute-neighbourhoods-in-a-scottish-context-march-2021.pdf
https://www.impactinvest.org.uk/publications/report-scaling-up-institutional-investment-for-place-based-impact/
https://www.impactinvest.org.uk/publications/report-scaling-up-institutional-investment-for-place-based-impact/
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10 https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/the-road-to-net-zero-finance-sixth-carbon-budget-advisory-group/
11 https://www.fca.org.uk/transparency/climate-financial-risk-forum
12 https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/corporate/climate-financial-risk-forum-guide-2020-innovation-
chapter.pdf
13 https://www.impactinvest.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Place-based-Impact-Investing-White-
Paper-May-2021.pdf
14 See for example: https://provocations.darkmatterlabs.org/financing-sustainability-transitions-in-search-of-
a-new-civic-led-orthodoxy-1e615288309f

What is the role of 
Scotland’s city regions 
in securing the finance 
and investment – both 
private and public - 
needed to enable the 
transition to a zero-
carbon society?

The scale of the transformation to 
net zero means that city regions 
require large-scale infrastructure 
investments – in buildings, 
transport, energy, data systems - to 
tackle their climate targets. The 
UK Climate Change Committee 
suggest that the UK needs to see 
additional investment flows, above 
those existing today, of £50Billion 
/ year by 2030 to meet national net 
zero aspirations.10 This is widely 
acknowledged as needing to come 
from private as well as public sources. 

While specific investments will 
reflect the individual priorities of city 
regions (e.g. Aberdeen’s focus on 
industrial redevelopment centred 
on hydrogen, reflecting its oil and 
gas roots; the focus of Edinburgh 
on entrepreneurship, health and 
wellbeing of its citizens through 
20-minute neighbourhoods; the focus 
of Glasgow on electrifying transport 
and buildings, embedded within citizen 

engagement; the focus of Dundee on 
community-led energy transformation), 
shared learning is emerging from 
investments in net zero infrastructure 
(e.g. ways of financing heat networks, 
eV charging, retrofitting buildings, 
natural capital, and ways of extracting 
value gain from infrastructure 
investments and planning re-zoning, 
such as business rates uplift). 

In recent years, there has been 
extensive work amongst investors, to 
mobilise financial capital into places, 
and in cities and regions, to build more 
investible propositions and attract 
private financial capital as well as 
public capital. In the UK, the FCA-PRA 
hosted Climate Financial Risk Forum11 
has identified ways in which investors 
are overcoming barriers to investing 
into places.12 The Impact Investing 
Institute provides evidence13 of how 
institutional investors (such as local 
pension funds) can invest funds into 
places to secure financial returns while 
addressing place-based inequalities 
and supporting more inclusive and 
sustainable development. However, 
challenges remain both from the lack 
of capacity within public authorities 
and communities to engage effectively 
with investors, and from the culture 
and approaches of the financial 
industry.14 One key element is to create 
the local platforms or hubs connecting 
demand with financial supply. 

https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/the-road-to-net-zero-finance-sixth-carbon-budget-advisory-group/
https://provocations.darkmatterlabs.org/financing-sustainability-transitions-in-search-of-a-new-civic-led-orthodoxy-1e615288309f
https://provocations.darkmatterlabs.org/financing-sustainability-transitions-in-search-of-a-new-civic-led-orthodoxy-1e615288309f
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15 https://www.climateassembly.scot/

Within the public sector, the nascent 
Scottish National Investment Bank 
and UK Infrastructure Bank both 
have a remit to support respective 
Scottish and UK net zero aspirations. 
At the same time, local authorities are 
increasingly developing investment 
propositions or issuing bonds (debt) 
for new built or green infrastructure 
or for renovating buildings. However, 
recent experience suggests that 
very real barriers exist for Scottish 
local authorities, specifically related 
to lack of capacity and capabilities 
within public authorities to develop 
fundable projects at scale that 
align with investor interest and risk 
appetites. This has led to calls for 
publicly funded technical assistance 
support from public sector financial 
institutions – such as that through 
Scottish Futures Trust – to help 
local authorities to capture these 
investment opportunities. 

Perhaps the biggest challenge 
remains changing public authorities’ 
and financial industry cultures and 
mindsets: there is a need to shift from 
a public-sector focus on balancing 
tight (or decreasing) annual budgets 
to an ‘investment mindset’, which 
sets upfront investment needs to 
deliver agreed city region goals 
over 10 – 15 years and capture the 
‘annuity’ benefits – both public goods 
and commercial returns - of the 
investment (warm affordable homes, 
wellbeing, jobs, thriving places, etc.).

What role do 
individual and social 
behaviours, for 
example in response 
to the COVID-19 
pandemic, play in the 
transition to net zero?

 
The original RSE Inquiry recognised 
that civil society – people, civic 
organisations, neighbourhoods 
and communities of interest – are 
potentially a powerful force for change. 
The Inquiry recommended closer 
engagement through an open and 
mature debate, including in contested 
spaces such as the balance between 
economic growth, wellbeing and 
the environment, to build support 
for joined up policies that aimed to 
deliver sustainable wellbeing for all. 

In Scotland, the government has 
now recognised that meeting targets 
will only be possible as a shared 
national endeavour and social 
engagement must be central to the 
Scottish approach. Initial activities 
have included establishing a Citizens’ 
Assembly on climate change15, with 
future plans for a National Forum as 
part of a wider public engagement 
strategy. However, there is a danger 
that these overlapping policy 
narratives distract from the sub-
national governance and climate 
action required to deliver the targets.

 

https://www.climateassembly.scot/
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16 https://www.gov.scot/groups/just-transition-commission/

A second component is being taken 
forward through the notion of a Just 
Transition, which means reducing 
emissions in ways which tackle 
inequality and promote fair work must 
be at the heart of Scotland’s approach 
to reaching net-zero. Scotland’s Just 
Transition Commission16 made a 
series of recommendations to the 
Government reflecting the need to 
embed just transition provisions 
in climate legislation along with a 
robust measurement framework (of 
employment and household impact of 
the transition), and to bring business, 
trade unions and civic society together 
to commit to a shared vision of 
climate action with social impact. 

At a more granular level, the COVID-19 
pandemic has provided a harsh 
reminder of the inequities of the health 
and economic outcomes in Scottish 
society from environmental shocks, 
which is likely to leave a challenging 
legacy in the coming years. The 
recovery from the pandemic appears 
likely to create very different social 
practices, with less commuting, 
the growth of home working (in 
professional jobs), the need for 
community hubs, the further move to 
online retail, and major implications 
for the role of urban centres and 
surrounding urban ‘villages’ if more 
people move out of cities. The question 
of the role of urban places and how will 
they evolve in the coming decades will 
be the backdrop to the changing model 
of work, the rise of the digital economy 
and the practical impact this has on as 
yet undetermined individual choices 
– about where to live, the quality 
of homes, the expectations of local 
amenities, access to green spaces 
– and offers a major opportunity to 
reshape our urban places around 
people and their wellbeing. 

These think pieces are the personal views of the contributory authors. The views expressed are not necessarily 
those of the RSE but are intended to offer different perspectives on current issues.

https://www.gov.scot/groups/just-transition-commission/



